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For flow cytometry analysis, data clustering has been used extensively to partition
cells into distinct groups by measuring fluorescence intensity. The traditional techniques
of identifying cell populations manually have been challenged by the increasing number
of the cell surface markers (data set dimensions), which resulted in the growing need of
automated and high-dimensional analytical methods. The main common methods used
for automated clustering problems include the finite mixture model and the spatial
exploration of the histograms. However, both methods have their own limitations.
This project focuses on implementing a flow cytometric data algorithm that
overcomes these limitations and provides efficient data clustering using MATLAB. This
algorithm, called flowPeaks, is based on both the finite mixture model and the spatial
exploration of the histograms to address the complexities of flow cytometric analysis and
to deal with high-dimensional data without the need of transformations.
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The algorithm first uses the K-means algorithm to partition the data set into many
small clusters. Then, the finite mixture model is used to generate a smoothed density
function. After that, using the steepest-descent algorithm, the local peaks are searched
and associated with each cluster. Finally, each of the points in the flow cytometric data
set is classified in one of the clusters. The algorithm is automatic, fast, and robust to
model reliably any cluster shape, including in the presence of outliers.
The flowPeaks algorithm developed was tested using two sets of white blood cell
data, provided by the Center for Biphotonics Science and Technology (CBST). The
algorithm successfully partitioned both sets of data into the three clusters desired.
However, this algorithm cannot distinguish a cluster within another cluster. Further
studies should include this case.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

There is a growing need for low cost, portable medical equipment that can be
used outside the typical medical environment. Instruments are desired that can be used in
rural areas or where the trip to the hospital causes discomfort and inconvenience to the
patient. Moreover, they also could be used in developing countries. One such area of
need is microscopy, which is a paramount tool in health care.
It is desired to transfer microscopic testing from hospitals to in-home care to
monitor people under chemotherapy. Instead of having the person undergoing
chemotherapy treatment come multiple times to the hospital for blood testing, the person
can do the testing at home.[1]
In developing a home blood monitor, suitable post-processing must be developed
of blood cell data obtained by a camera-based system developed at the Center for
Biophotonics Science and Technology of the University of California, Davis (CBST).[2]
Chemotherapeutic agents can decrease the levels of the blood cell components, especially
the white blood cells. The main purpose of processing blood cell data is to count the
different types of white cells: lymphocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes.[3] Finding the
ratio of the different constituents of the white blood cells can be done by applying a flow
cytometry algorithm for grouping similar components.
The main purpose of this project is to investigate the application to white blood
cell data of published algorithms for analyzing flow cytometric data. After considering
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different approaches, the decision was made to explore the flowPeaks algorithm.[4] This
algorithm can be applied directly to high-dimensional data to identify irregularly shaped
clusters by partitioning the data into distinct clusters. The algorithm first uses a K-means
algorithm with a large K to partition the cell population into many small clusters. This
partitioning allows the generation of a smoothed density function using the finite mixture
model. All local peaks are searched by exploring the density function, and the cells are
clustered by the associated local peak. The algorithm is automatic, fast, reliable, and
robust to create cluster shapes and identify outliers. As this algorithm is originally
implemented in the R computing language, C++ wrapped into an R package, one of the
focuses of this project is to write this algorithm using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick,
Massachusetts), to allow more flexibility in meeting the CBST application needs.
The background behind the development of the flowPeaks algorithm is presented
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides the methodology used to apply the flowPeaks algorithm
in MATLAB on the data provided. Then, the experimental results, including the
determination of the number of clusters, K, modeling the data, and finally, peaks
searching and merging, are presented in Chapter 4. After that, Chapter 5 provides a
discussion of the results, and finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this research, presents
conclusions, and offers recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

In flow cytometry (FCM), microscopic particles are examined and counted. The
FCM technique involves suspending the particles in a stream of fluid and passing them
through a detection apparatus. The stream of fluid is passed through a single wavelength
beam of light (a laser beam for instance). The particles scatter the beam, and fluorescent
chemicals in the particles are excited into emitting light at different frequencies
depending on their properties. Then, the variations in brightness of the scattered
fluorescence are used to derive the chemical and physical structure of each particle.[5]
Once the data are generated, they can be clustered in a single dimension or multidimensions based on the intensity of the fluorescence.
The critical part of flow cytometry analysis is clustering, also referred to as
gating, or identifying distinct subsets of cells with similar fluorescent intensity of their
surface or intracellular markers. Traditionally, this process of gating has been done
manually by experts. However, manual clustering can be very subjective, as it depends on
the experts’ proficiency to identify each cluster (see appendix A for cluster definition).
Also, since the FCM data set is a multi-parametric description of millions of individual
cells, manual gating can be very challenging and tedious.[6] Automation is needed to
handle n-channel data and increase efficiency and accuracy.
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2.1. Computational Analysis

Recently, methods have been developed to automate the clustering process and
make it more efficient.[7] Further, these automated identification systems can even
identify rare and hidden clusters. These methods are mainly model-based, where the
density of the flow cytometry data is modeled as a mixture of simpler distributions, for
example a multivariate-mixture-model of Gaussian distributions.[4] However, as the flow
cytometry data usually have asymmetrical populations and outliers, these models are not
flexible enough to satisfactorily model the data. The most common approach used to
overcome the problems of asymmetrical populations and outliers is the spatial
exploration of the histograms and the finite mixture model.[4]
2.1.1. The spatial exploration of the histograms
To circumvent some of the limitations of traditional gating, algorithms attempt to
use the spatial exploration of histograms to evaluate the results of density clustering.
These algorithms are based on the percolation theory and efficiently analyze large data
sets. The approach is a progressive top-down removal of clouds covering a data
histogram relief map to identify clusters by the appearance of statistically distinct peaks
and ridges. It can further find every cluster after analyzing only once the cross-sections of
the histograms. Although, these methods provide a substantial improvement in both run
time and in the accuracy of cluster assignment, they cannot be applied on highdimensional data.[5]
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2.1.2. The finite mixture model
The finite mixture model is a recent method that takes into account outliers and
asymmetrical data. The compensation for asymmetric data is done by data transformation
during the process of model fitting.[6] The outliers of the clustering process are handled
by using the multivariate t-distribution and the Gaussian mixture distribution.[5] However,
for this model, the user needs to reduce the data asymmetry by doing data transformation.
Moreover, the actual cluster shape may be different than what the model assumed.
These model-based methods rely on determining the number of clusters, K,
beforehand. Different methods can be used, such as the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) or the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), to decide the appropriate model (the
number of clusters) from a range of possibilities.[6] Most authors resort to use the BIC
concept of pre-clustering.[4] Despite the fact that the latter method is very effective in
choosing a best fit model and distribution for a specific data set, it fails when the data set
is asymmetric and/or convex; in fact, it separates well-defined clusters into even smaller
clusters. The downfall of the BIC is mainly due to the fact that it provides a better fit
distribution with models with more components. The BIC concept of pre-clustering can
be used for a best fit model.
2.1.3. The new-generation models

The new-generation models are automated population identification systems.
They are very fast, they do not rely on finding an accurate K, and they find irregularly
shaped clusters.[4] The leading of these automated systems include Analysis Portal
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(ImmPort), FLAME, flowClust, Misty Mountain, and FLOCK. These methods address
the complexities of flow cytometric analysis; they can detect rare populations and
accurately deal with data even in the presence of outliers and skew.[7] However, with
these automated systems, a pre-analysis needs to be done to deal with high-dimensional
cytometric data by projection or transformation. But, in reducing the dimension of the
data, some significant data could potentially be lost.
2.2. FlowPeaks Method

As discussed above, the traditional method and almost all of the new automated
methods for flow cytometry analysis have limitations. The first fail when it comes to
irregularly shaped data and can be very slow. The latter cannot handle high dimensional
data directly, are slow, and require high memory.[7] Thus, an efficient algorithm is needed
that can overcome both these issues. FlowPeaks does so by combining both methods. It
can identify irregular clusters and can be applied to high-dimensional data directly.
FlowPeaks is a blend of the finite mixture model and histogram spatial exploration.[4]
First, this algorithm partitions the flow cytometric data into smaller clusters by using a
large K obtained from the K-means algorithm.[8] Then, using the finite mixture model, a
smoothed density function is generated from the subdivided data. From the density
function, the flow cytometric data are clustered by identifying the local peaks.
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2.2.1. K-means algorithm

Before applying the K-means algorithm, the number of clusters, K, is calculated.
Although, it is not critical to find a very accurate K, it is preferable to choose a K that
generates a smooth density.[4] The calculation of K is carried by using the Freedman and
Diaconis formula,[9]



(
) − ( )
 = 1, … , .
 =
2 × (  ) × / ,

Here,  is an estimate of the number of clusters based on i-th dimension data values,
() is the interquartile range,  is the number of points in data set , d is the


dimension of the data, and (
) , (

)

are the minimum and maximum of the i-th

dimension of data point   = (, , … ,   ), respectively. Finally, the value of K is defined
as
 =  (!" ( , … , # )).
The K-means algorithm is a special case of a Gaussian finite mixture model in
which the variance matrix is an identity matrix.[4] It is based on an adaptive approach
where initial centers of each cluster are chosen from the flow cytometric data set. Then,
each data point is associated to the nearest center based on the minimum distance.[9] The
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most popular implementation of the K-means algorithm is that attributed to Lloyd from a
document in 1957, although it was not published until 1982.[10]
Because the density function of flow cytometry data has many local peaks, the
result of the K-means clustering depends heavily on a good choice of the initial center of
each cluster. To achieve this critical choice of the initial centers, the K-means++ (Arthur
and Vassilvitskii) is used.[4] First, let  = $ , … , # % be a d-dimensional vector for the
measurement of data point i and ch be the seed vector (or the center) of cluster h.
At first, a data point is arbitrarily chosen and assigned to be c1. Then, to assign the
seeds for clusters & = 2, … , , the minimum Euclidean distance is calculated for all data
points to the previous k - 1 seeds by using the objective function [4]
 ' =

min ‖ − + ‖' ,  = 1, … , .

+,,…,-

Here,  is the number of the data points in the data set. The data point  is chosen to be
the center ck of the k-th cluster according to the smallest ratio  ' / ∑0, 0 ' .
Then, the Lloyd algorithm is used, where each point of the data set is assigned to
a specific cluster by finding the minimum Euclidean distance. Once all points have been
clustered, the algorithm computes the new center of each cluster. The purpose of the Kmeans algorithm in the flowPeaks algorithm is not the final clustering, but rather it
provides just an initial partitioning of the data set, which allows the computation of the
smoothed density function.
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2.2.2. Modeling the density function

The density function is modeled by using the Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
The Gaussian mixture probabilistic model assumes that all the data are generated by a
mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters.[4] Density
function 1() can be approximated by the GMM using
8

1() = 2 3- × 4(; 6- , Σ- ),
-,

with weight 3- satisfying ∑8
-, 3- = 1, and a vector-valued variable  with a mean 6and covariance matrix Σ- .[11] Probability density function 4 is given by
4(; 6- , Σ- ) =

1

1
( − 6- )? Σ-  ( − 6- )@.
exp
>−
2
(29)#/' |Σ- |/'

However, the variance matrix Σ- may be noisy and needs to be smoothed. To make the
density function smoother, assume that A- = 8D

BC

BC

, so that A- approaches 1 as 3-

increases. Then, the smoothed variance matrix is defined as[4]
ΣE- = A- × ℎ × Σ- + (1 − λI ) × ℎJ × ΣJ .
The parameters ℎ and ℎJ are customized by the user depending on the data set.
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Assuming the data are uniformly distributed in the whole data range, ΣJ is a

variance diagonal matrix with the (, ) element
ΣJ = K

'
O
O
( (LMN)
 (LOP)
)
8Q/R

S for  = 1, … . , .

Once, the flow cytometric data set has been partitioned using the K-means algorithm, the

weight, mean, and covariance matrix, 3- , 6- , and TΣ- , respectively, are calculated for each
k-th cluster. After that, the peaks of each cluster are computed.
2.2.3. Peak examination

When partitioning the data set using the K-means, all data points are already pregrouped into K clusters. Each cluster should have a probability density function with a
unique local peak. Instead of searching all the local peaks of the density function for all
data points, the search can be done for only the centers of the K-means clusters, which
requires a lower computational time.[4] The flowPeaks algorithm uses a greatest gradient
search, achieved by the steepest-descent algorithm to find all local minima, taking the
negative of the density function as the optimization function.[4]
To find the local peaks of a function h(x), the steepest descent method uses a

negative gradient; in fact, it employs a zigzag-like path from a random point J and

progressively slides down the gradient until it converges to the minimum point.[12] Let
-D = - − A- Uℎ(- ) = - − A- V(- ) ,
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where V(- ) = Uℎ(- ) is the gradient at point - , and A- is the step size. The local peak
is where the directional derivative is equal to zero.
The step size is restricted in case it steps too far and jumps outside of the cluster
to another local peak. However, when the algorithm moves from one cluster to a different
cluster, the step size A- is increased to jump directly to the center of the cluster. The
algorithm changes the maximum step size, which is defined as
A
= min {Σ-, }1/2 .
=1,…,

Furthermore, if the peaks are close to each other, they are joined together and considered
as a single peak. Two peaks are merged together if the Euclidean distance is less than an
adjustable parameter tol and the density function between them is relatively flat. At the
end, the algorithm produces a specified number of merged clusters less than K, each
containing one or more of the original clusters.
2.2.4. Cluster narrowing

The last part of the flowPeaks algorithm is to identify any outliers in the data set.
These outliers are defined as points from the flow cytometric data that are far from the
centers of the clusters.[13] Let h(x) represents the final merged cluster of a point x from the
data set. Also, let 3 be the weight of the i-th final merged cluster, and 1 () be the

density function of the same i-th cluster based on the Gaussian finite mixture.[4] The

density function based on all clusters is defined previously as 1() = ∑8
, 3 × 1 () .
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Thus, an outlier point x is defined if
Y( )

Z[\] {Y(^):+(^),+( )}

≤ ".

This condition can be rewritten as
Ba(N) Ya(N) ()

∑b
OcQ BO ×YO ( )

≤ d,

where the values a and b are adjustable depending on the tolerance the user chooses.[14]
2.2.5. FlowPeaks summary

The flowPeaks algorithm, as discussed in detail above, uses the K-means
algorithm for an initial partitioning of the data set, which allows the generation of a
smooth density function using the finite mixture model. Then, all peaks within each
cluster are found and merged together in some cases. Figure 2.1 provides a summary of
the algorithm.
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Find the number clusters, K
(Freedman-Diaconis)

Generate initial seeds (centers)
of each cluster (K-means)

Apply Lloyd's algorithm until it
converges

Improve the compactness of the
clusters (Hartigan & Wong)

Generate the density function
(Gaussian finite mixture model)

Compute the local peaks within
the clusters (steepest descent
algorithm)

Merge peaks

Figure 2. 1. A summary of the flowPeaks algorithm

.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The data analyzed in this project are white blood cell values collected from two
different patients using Raman spectroscopy. The data obtained are in a three-column
form, where each row contains the data obtained from one cell. The first two columns
characterize different fluorescence colors used (red, green), while the third column gives
cell area. The data are plotted red versus size, green versus size, red versus green, and red
versus green after a size filtering step to remove small objects. These different plots are
examined to identify the one that provides the best distinction of clusters.
This project employs MATLAB ( (R2010a) MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts)
to implement the flowPeaks algorithm following the steps described in Chapter 2. In
addition to the general functions, this project uses functions from the MATLAB Statistics
Toolbox, which provides algorithms and tools for organizing, analyzing, and modeling
data, uses regression or classification for predictive modeling, and has many more
features.[15] Furthermore, some functions from the MATLAB file exchange also are used,
as well as MATLAB functions for basic matrix operations, unconstrained optimization,
and noise reduction. Finally, MATLAB graphics are used to visualize the clusters
obtained from the algorithm. However, most of the functions utilized are developed using
the flowPeaks algorithm steps, as the already built-in MATLAB functions have some
limitations (the kmeans function for instance).
The results obtained from the MATLAB algorithm are compared visually with
those generated from the original software. The latter uses a C++ wrapped into R package,
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which is a system for statistical computation and graphics (a dialect of S which was
designed in the 1980s principally by John M. Chambers).[16]
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Open Data Files
The raw data are obtained in a text file of three tab-delimited columns. To read
the data in MATLAB, the command tblread is used. Appendix B describes the user
instructions to load the data and use the developed flowPeaks algorithm software.
Appendix C shows the MATLAB code for this algorithm. In this chapter, the data set of
patient1_78046511, or, for simplicity, patient A, is used to show the results of each step
of the algorithm. To have an understanding of the data analyzed, Figure 4.1 shows the
three-dimensional (3D) spread of the data as obtained, where each axis represents a
dimension of the cell data, and Table 4.1 shows the summary statistics of the data.

150

size

100
50
0
400
100

200
Green

50
0

0

Red

Figure 4.1. A scatter plot of the patient A data. The x- and y-axes are the red and green
fluorescence respectively, and the z-axis is the cell size.
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Table 4. 1. Summary statistics of the data of patient A used in this project. Since the data
from dimension to dimension have different minima, maxima and means, they should be
normalized.
Red

Green

Size

Minimum

3.0

28.0

4.0

1st Quartile

14.0

50.0

24.0

Median

48.0

86.0

47.0

Mean

41.0

123.0

44.3

3rd Quartile

62.0

192.0

60.0

Maximum

102.0

360.0

130.0

4.2. Data Normalization
To allow the comparison of these different dimensions, the data set is normalized
using the minimum-maximum normalization, where the data values for each dimension

are scaled between 0 and 1. That is, the normalized value for data point   from column 
is defined as
ef!" g$ % =



where (

)


and (

)


  − (


(
)

−

)

( )

1ef  = 1, 2, 3,

are the minimum and maximum values in the -th column of the

data set, respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows the data plotted red versus size, green versus size, and red
versus green. Examining these different plots helps identify the plot that provides the best
distinction of the three clusters. In Figure 4.2, all three 2D plots show that the data set can
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be clustered into three different clusters. The one chosen is plot (c), referring to size
versus green.
The flow cytometric data
1

size

Green

1

0.5

0

0

0.5
Red

0.5

0

1

0

0.5
Red

(a)

1

(b)

1
size

size

1
0.5

0.5
0
1

0

0

0.5
Green

1

(c)

0.5
Green

0 0

0.5
Red

1

(d)

Figure 4.2. Scatter plots of the normalized data. (a) Green versus red. (b) Size
versus red. (c) Size versus green. (d) 3D scatter plot of the data.

4.3. K-means Clustering
4.3.1. Determining the initial number of clusters, K

As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is important when clustering to define a good initial
number of clusters K to use for the K-means algorithm. In this application, the initial
number K is not the final number of clusters, but it is used for a first partition of the data
points, for which a smoothed density function can be computed. For this project, the
number K is thought of as the number of bins required to draw histograms. The data set
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for patient A contains 1123 three-dimensional data points. The MATLAB function
calcnbins using the Freedman-Diaconis method is used to calculate the initial number of
clusters, K.[17] For the data set used, the numbers of clusters obtained for the three
dimension are 11, 13, and 19, and so, from Section 2.2.1, the initial number of clusters is

 = 13. Then, the initial diagonal variance matrix iJ (referred to as ΣJ in Chapter 2) is
computed as
iJ

=K

'
O
O
( (LMN)
 (LOP)
)
8Q/R

S , for  = 1, 2, 3.

4.3.2. K-means algorithm
The data set then is processed using the multiplicative lagged Fibonacci
MATLAB generator RandStream to assign a random center for each of the thirteen
clusters. After that, using the Lloyd’s algorithm, each cluster is populated in three steps:
1. Cluster membership assignment: The Euclidean distances between each data
point and the cluster centers is calculated. Then, the data point is assigned to the
cluster with the minimum distance.
2. Cluster center update: After all K clusters are populated, the center vector of each
cluster is recomputed.
3. Apply Hartigan and Wong’s algorithm: To decrease the objective function (from
Section 2.2.1), this algorithm is used to recompute step 1 and step 2.
When partitioning the data, Hartigan and Wong’s algorithm could have been used
initially without step 1 and 2, but the computational time would have been very high. The
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project uses the getKmeans function to populate each cluster using the previous three
steps. The function returns five vectors:
o w: the weights of the K clusters, where the sum of the weights is 1
o µ: the means of the data points within the K clusters
o S: the variance matrix for the K clusters
o Cluster_ID: the label of each data point to one of the K clusters
The latter is a 1 by 1123 matrix with element values ranging from 1 to K. Figure 4.3

shows the results of the initial partition of the data to  = 13 clusters.
4.4. Cluster Merging

To combine the clusters from the previous section and reduce the number of
clusters K, the gradient search is used to find the local peaks within the density function
of the data.
4.4.1. Approximation of the density function

From the K-means algorithm, Section 4.3, the weight, mean and variance vectors

computed are used as the components of the multivariate normal distribution ϕ .

However, the variance matrix as computed might be too noisy; to smooth it, the equation
from Section 2.2.2 is used, where for each cluster k of the K clusters, the smoothed

variance matrix (referred to previously as ΣE- ) is

S- = λI × ℎ × S- + (1 − λI ) × ℎJ × SJ .
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Figure 4.3. The initial partitioning of the data set into 13 clusters, using the Kmeans algorithm.
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Here, the initial variance matrix iJ and the parameter λI are computed in Section 4.3.1.

The parameters ℎ and ℎJ are the multipliers of the variance matrices S- and SJ ,

respectively. Changing these multipliers makes the density function smoother or rougher,
and thus partitioning the data to fewer or more than the three clusters required. For this
project, the best results are obtained when the values of ℎ and ℎJ are set to 1 and 0.2,

respectively. Furthermore, this project uses the Gaussian finite mixture model to model

the probability density function of the multivariate normal distribution ϕ. The MATLAB
function mvnpdf is used for modeling the data.
4.4.2. Local peak detection
To find the local peaks within each cluster, this project applies the MATLAB

function 1!l, with the steepest-descent method for the search direction. Once the
peaks are all found, the algorithm computes the Euclidian distances between the peaks. If
the distance between two peaks is small, they should be merged together and considered
as one peak. The measure of how close the two peaks should be to be considered as a
single peak is adjustable by the user with the parameter tol. After finding all the peaks
and joining them when possible, the algorithm further merge the clusters together. The
new number of merged clusters Κ is found, where each of the Κ clusters contains at least
one cluster of the K-means clusters (Κ ≤ ).
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4.5. Clustering Results

Figure 4.4 shows the results of applying the flowPeaks algorithm to the patient A
data. From this figure, all plots of the data clearly show the partition of the cells into three
clusters where the center of each cluster is shown as ⨂ and pointed to by the arrows.
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Figure 4.4. Scatter plots of the clustering of the normalized data set using the developed
flowPeaks algorithm. (a) Green versus red. (b) Size versus red. (c) Size versus green.
(d) 3D scatter plot of the clustered data. The centers of the clusters are pointed to by
arrows.
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4.6. Comparing Clustering Results

In this section, the results of clustering using the built-in kmeans function in MATLAB,
the original flowPeaks algorithm in C++ wrapped into R package, and the proposed flowPeaks
algorithm developed in MATLAB are compared.

4.6.1. Clustering results of the kmeans function

The MATLAB built-in kmeans function uses a two-phase iterative algorithm to
minimize the sum of data points-to-centroid distances, summed over all K clusters. This
function updates the clusters using Lloyd’s algorithm in the same way as discussed
earlier. The function does not pre-cluster the data, but it iterates, where each iteration
consists of reassigning points to their nearest cluster centroid, all at once, followed by
recalculation of cluster centroids. However, this function occasionally does not converge
to a solution that is a local minimum for small data sets.[15] Figure 4.5 shows the result of
clustering patient A data set using the MATLAB kmeans function.
Figure 4.5 shows that the built-in kmeans function partitioned the data into only
two clusters instead of the three clusters needed. Furthermore, if the kmeans function is
forced to produce three clusters, visually the clusters obtained are not portioned in the
right way. Cluster 2 is bigger than what it is supposed to be. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show a
comparison of the results.
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Figure 4.5. Scatter plots of the clustering of the normalized data set using the MATLAB
built-in function kmeans. (a) Green versus red. (b) Size versus red. (c) Size versus green.
(d) 3D scatter plot of the clustered data. The centers of the clusters are pointed to by
arrows.

4.6.2. Clustering results of the original flowPeaks in R
Figure 4.8 shows the results of clustering patient A data using the original
flowPeaks algorithm in C++ wrapped into R package. The plot in the figure is for size
versus red. When compared with Figure 4.4(b), the cluster partitioning is similar.
However, the R code omits the outliers of each cluster and does not show them in the
plot, which was disfavored by CBST.
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4.6.3. Clustering results of the proposed flowPeaks in MATLAB
In this project, the proposed flowPeaks algorithm successfully partitioned the data
provided by CBST to suit their requirements. It worked the same way as the original
algorithm, but took into account all the cells in the data set provided, without eliminating
the outliers. Also, the algorithm prints the percentage of each cluster defined. For patient
A data, the results of these percentages are presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4. 2. Summary of the weight of each cluster detected.

Percentages

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

52.27%

32.95%

14.78%

Finally, clustering the data of the proposed flowPeaks in MATLAB requires less
computational time than the original flowPeaks in R. Table 4.3 shows this comparison.
Table 4. 3. Summary of the computational time for clustering the data of patient A.
Proposed flowPeaks
in MATLAB

Original
flowPeaks
in R

MATLAB
kmeans
function

1.83

3.31

0.91

Computational
Time (s)

4.6.4. Clustering results verification
The second data set provided by CBST is that of patient_022813, or for
simplicity, patient B. This data set is larger than the previous one; it has three dimensions
but has 3834 data points. The data set is used to verify the functionality of the algorithm.
Figure 4.9 shows the spread of the data set. The results of the algorithm, in Figure 4.10,
show that the flowPeaks algorithm developed in this project successfully partitioned the
data into the number of clusters needed.
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data.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Two data sets provided by CBST were used to test the clustering algorithm
presented are limited. The tests showed that the algorithm successfully partitioned the
data into different clusters regardless of the distribution of the data. However, more data
sets should be used to verify the robustness of the algorithm.
For this algorithm, specific parameters, h and ho, discussed in Section 2.2.2, are
chosen to make the density function smoother or rougher. Changing the values of these
components can lead to either under- or over-estimating the partitioning of the data set.
The values of 1 for h and 0.2 for h0 are specific for the data provided; however, for
different shaped data sets these values may need to be altered.
This project uses a the K-means algorithm first as a pre-clustering step before
finding the density function of the data and finding local peaks for the final partitioning
of the data. The pre-clustering step demonstrated better results in terms of separating the
clusters accurately and requiring less computational time than using the K-means
algorithm directly.
The algorithm developed in this project is implemented in MATLAB. The
flowPeaks algorithm is originally implemented in a C++ wrapped into R package. Using
MATLAB is favored for three reasons. First, the original algorithm is written in two
languages, making it hard for the user to make changes in the algorithm or to change
some of the constants. Second, MATLAB has better visualization and graphing tools and
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provides more options for presenting the clustering results. Last, The MATLAB functions
allow reaching a solution faster than with the traditional programming languages, such as
C/C++.[17] However, when using the flowPeaks algorithm, it is not possible to detect
overlapping clusters, in other words a cluster within a cluster, because the algorithm finds
the global structure of the data since it is based on the global shape of the density
function.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For flow cytometry analysis, new automated algorithms for data clustering are
needed. The flowPeaks approach brings significant improvements in the partitioning of
the cells. Its good performance is derived from a combination of the finite mixture model
and the spatial exploration of the histograms to address the complexities of the flow
cytometric analysis and to deal with high-dimensional data without the need of
transformations.
The algorithm first uses the K-means algorithm to partition the data set into many
small clusters. Then, the finite mixture model is used to generate a smoothed density
function. After that, using the deepest-descent algorithm, the local peaks are searched and
associated with each cluster. Finally, each of the points in the flow cytometric data set is
classified in one of the clusters.
When dealing with clustering, there is not a unique algorithm that could be used
for all kinds of flow cytometric data.[18] Also, algorithm comparison is very challenging,
as there is not a good collection of flow cytometry data with gold standard clusters that
can be used to evaluate the accuracy of this project’s algorithm.[19] As for now, manual
clustering is used as the gold standard to compare the automatic clustering algorithm,
which can be very subjective.
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Although the algorithm described in this project performs well on two data sets
provided by CBST, more tests with more data sets are needed to make sure the algorithm
works consistently. A few suggestions may help to achieve better performance.
Firstly, a study is needed to determine how close the performance of the
developed algorithm is to manual clustering. It may be that some changes are needed for
better results.
Secondly, as stated earlier, the parameters h and h0 that are used to make the
density function smoother or rougher are customized for specific data set. It is
recommended to try to make an algorithm to determine these parameters automatically.
Thirdly, the flowPeaks algorithm fails to distinguish a cluster within another
cluster. Combining this algorithm with other automated clustering algorithms (flowCust
algorithm for instance) that can distinguish a cluster within another cluster could be
valuable.[20]
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Appendix A
Cluster Definition

Clustering is the partitioning of a data set into different groups or clusters
satisfying specific criteria.[7] These criteria are as follows:
•

The cluster should be homogenous; all data within a specific cluster
should be as similar as possible.

•

The clusters should be heterogeneous; data from different clusters should
be as dissimilar as possible.

•

The cluster ideally should have a probability density function with a
unique peak.

When clustering a data set, factors such as the number and the shape of the clusters
should be taken into consideration.[21]

Given a flow cytometric data set  = { , … ,  }, where  is a d-dimensional

data point from the set , the purpose of clustering is to identify K, the number of

clusters, n , n' , … , n8 with centers  , ' , … , 8 such that
r
p
q
p
o

n ≠ 0
n ∩ n0 = 0
8

v n = 
,

y
p
x
p
w

for , } = 1, … ,  and  ≠ }.

The Euclidian metric distance can be used to satisfy that the data within a cluster are
similar, whereas the data within different clusters are different.
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In other words, a function 1() should be derived such that
1() = "fV min ‖ −  ‖' ,

where  , the center vector of i-th cluster n satisfies the above conditions.[15] That is,
assign the points from the data set to the specific cluster corresponding to the nearest

cluster center.[8] For instance, if the minimum distance between a data point  and each

center vector is found at the center of the 5-th cluster  , the function 1returns a value of

5, that is 1( ) =5.
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Appendix B
User Instructions

To use the developed flowPeaks algorithm, please follow these steps:
1. Unzip flowPeaks_HR.zip, and save the folder
2. In your MATLAB workspace, browse and select the flowPeaks_HR folder
where you have saved it (step 1). Figure B.1 shows the selection of the
desired folder.

Figure B.1. A pop-up window for users to select the algorithm folder.
3. Select and run the main function of the algorithm Main.m
4. When prompted, select the excel or text file where your data is saved as
shown if Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2. A pop-up window for users to select the data file.
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Appendix C
Code Listing

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
Main Function
%
% * The author of this software is Yongchao Ge.
% * Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
% * purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice
% * is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy
% * or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting
% * documentation for such software.
% * THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
% * WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR, THE AUTHOR DOES NOT MAKE ANY
% * REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE
MERCHANTABILITY
% * OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
clear all
clc
tic
EPS = 10^-6;
Kmax = 300;
ver=1;
h0=1;
h=1.5;
tol=0.1;
fprintf('-----------------------------------------------------\n');
filename = uigetfile;
data = xlsread(filename);
x=data;
disp('Would you like to to change the vaues of the variance multipliers and the tolerance?');
z=input('To do so enter 1, any other number to continue:');
if z==1
h0=input('Enter the value you want to use for h0:');
h=input('Enter the value you want to use for h:');
tol=input('Enter the value you want to use for the tolerance (between 0 and 1:');
if tol<0 || tol>1
tol=input('Enter the value for the tolerance must be between 0 and 1:');
end
end
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[K, S0]=getSinK(x,300);
p = size(x,2);
n= size(x,1);
x=x(:);
int K;
c= zeros(1,n);
m= zeros(1,K*p);
nc= zeros(1,K);
S= zeros(1,K*p*p);
Nb= zeros(1,K*K);
twss= 0;
A=x';
double time;
stime=toc;
[cluster ,Cm, Cw,CS,Nb,twss,stime]=getKmeans(A,n,p,K,c,m, nc,S,Nb,twss,stime);
cluster=ret_IC; m=ret_C;nc=ret_nc;S=S;Nb=ret_Nb;twss=ret_twss;

Cw=nc./n;
% Cm= reshape(m,K,p);
CS1=reshape(S,p*p,K);
Nb=reshape(Nb,K,K)';
cluster=cl+1;
j=1;
for i=1:p:length(m)
Cx(j,:)=m(i:i+2);
j=j+1;
end
Cm=Cx;
% fp=processflowpeak
CS= adjust_S(CS1,h,S0,h0,Cw,K,n).*(2^(1/p));
K=size(Cm,1);
p=size(Cm,2);
l= size(CS,1)*size(CS,2);
mu=zeros(K,p);
f=zeros(1,K);
df=zeros(K,p);
found=zeros(1,K);
cid=zeros(1,K);
if ver==1
[gmm maxstepsize Cpeaks Cpeaks_f Cpeaks_df cfound cid]=get_flowpeaks(Cw,Cm,
CS,K,p,Nb,mu,f,df,found,cid,tol);
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else
% result=getpeaks2(Cw,Cm,CS,Nb,tol);
end
cid=cid+1;
fn=[f' df];
a=find(cid==1);
cidw(a)=Cw(a);
b=find(cid==2);
cidw(a+1)=sum(Cw(b));
cidnew= zeros(1,size(cid,2));
r=1:length(cidw);
for i=1:size(r,2)
cidnew(find(cid==r(i)))=i;
end
ynew=cluster;
ynew=replace_level(ynew, 1:length(cidnew), cidnew);
%%summary the Mean and S (nonsmoothed) for each cluster
[nc C S twss]=getsummarizecluster(X,ynew);
cid=1:max(cidnew);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
max1=max(data(:,1)); max3=max(data(:,3)); max2=max(data(:,2));
min1=min(data(:,1));min2=min(data(:,2));min3=min(data(:,3));
a1= (data(:,1)-min1)/(max1-min1);
a2= (data(:,2)-min2)/(max2-min2);
a3= (data(:,3)-min3)/(max3-min3);
scatter3( data(:,1)/max(data(:,1)), data(:,2)/max(data(:,2)), data(:,3)/max(data(:,3)),'.'),...
title ('The flow cytometric data'),...
xlabel (' Red'), ylabel ('Green'), zlabel ('size')
subplot(2,2,1)
scatter( data(:,1)/max(data(:,1)), data(:,2)/max(data(:,2)),'.'),...
title ('The flow cytometric data'),...
xlabel (' Red'), ylabel ('Green')
subplot(2,2,2)
scatter( data(:,1)/max(data(:,1)), data(:,3)/max(data(:,3)),'.'),...
title ('The flow cytometric data'),...
xlabel (' Red'), ylabel ('size')
subplot(2,2,3)
scatter( data(:,2)/max(data(:,2)), data(:,3)/max(data(:,3)),'.'),...
title ('The flow cytometric data'),...
xlabel ('Green'), ylabel ('size')
subplot(2,2,4)
scatter3( data(:,1)/max(data(:,1)), data(:,2)/max(data(:,2)), data(:,3)/max(data(:,3)),'.'),...
title ('The flow cytometric data'),...
xlabel (' Red'), ylabel ('Green'), zlabel ('size')
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% idx=ynew;
ctrs=C;
X=a;
figure
plot(X(idx==1,1),X(idx==1,2),'r.','MarkerSize',12)
hold on
plot(X(idx==2,1),X(idx==2,2),'b.','MarkerSize',12)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'kx',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'ko',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
legend('Cluster 1','Cluster 2','Centroids',...
'Location','NW')
hold off
figure
plot(X(idx==1,3),X(idx==1,1),'r.','MarkerSize',12)
hold on
plot(X(idx==2,3),X(idx==2,1),'b.','MarkerSize',12)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'kx',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'ko',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
legend('Cluster 1','Cluster 2','Centroids',...
'Location','NW')
hold off
figure
plot(X(idx==1,2),X(idx==1,3),'r.','MarkerSize',12)
hold on
plot(X(idx==2,2),X(idx==2,3),'b.','MarkerSize',12)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'kx',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
plot(ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'ko',...
'MarkerSize',12,'LineWidth',2)
legend('Cluster 1','Cluster 2','Centroids',...
'Location','NW')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
Sub-functions
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Building nodes for the KDtree%
function [ m2, node] = Build( A, begin_index, end_index, nodenext)
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node = nodenext;
m2=0;
node.n = (end_index - begin_index);
node.begin_index = begin_index;
sizeL=0;
%Calculate the bounding box need to hide these data for recursive
%algorithm,
n=size(A,1);
p_=size(A,2);
n_=n;
EPS = 10^-6;
index_ = zeros(1,n); %aloc
for i=1:n_+1
index_(i)=i;
end
first = A+index_(begin_index)*p;
tmpV1_ = zeros(1,p);%aloc
tmpV2_ = zeros(1,p);%aloc
dmin = tmpV1_;
dmax = tmpV2_;
dmin=doublecopy(first,dmin,p_);
dmax=doublecopy(first,dmax,p_);
for i=begin_index+1:end_index-1
for o=1:p_
c= A(index_(i)*p_ +o);
if c<dmin(o)
dmin(o)=c;
end
if c>dmax(o)
dmax(o) =c;
end
end
end
max_rad =-1;
split_p =-1;
for j=1:p_
node.middle(j)= (dmin(j)+dmax(j))/2;
node.rad(j) = (dmax(j)-dmin(j))/2;
node.mu(j)=0; %%% hind
if node.rad(j) > max_rad
max_rad = node.rad(j);
split_p =j;
end
end
%If the max spread is 0, make this a leaf node
if max_rad < EPS
node.left = 0;
node.right =0;
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node.mu=doublecopy(first, node.mu, p_);
node.wss=0;
return
end
node.mu=doublecopy(first, node.mu, p_); %%hind
split_pos = node.middle(split_p);
iL = begin_index;
iR = end_index-1;
while iL <= iR
if A(index_(iL)*p_ + split_p) < split_pos
is_iL_good =1;
else
is_iL_good =0;
end
if A(index_(iR)*p_ + split_p) >= split_pos
is_iR_good =1;
else
is_iR_good =0;
end
if is_iL_good ==0 && is_iR_good ==0
k= index_(iL);
f=index_(iR);
index_(iL)=f;
index_(iR)=k;
is_iL_good =1;
is_iR_good =1;
end
if is_iL_good ==1
iL=iL+1;
sizeL=sizeL+1;
end
if is_iR_good ==1
iR=iR-1;
end
end
m2=sizeL;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
% Adjusting the variance matrix%
function CS= adjust_S(CS,h,S0,h0,W,K,n)
lambda = K./(W.*n+K);
p= size(S0,2);
Snew=CS.*h;
l= size(S0,1)*size(S0,2);
S0=reshape(S0,1,l);
S0v= S0.*h0;
for i=1:K
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Snew(:,i)=S0v'*lambda(i)+(1-lambda(i))*Snew(:,i);
end
CS=Snew;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%
% compute seeds
function foo = compute_twss(node, center)
p_=3;
s=L2dist(node.mu,center,p_);
foo= node.wss + node.n*s;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function s=computeD(A,C,n,p,k,D)
s=0;
for l=0:n-1
d=L2dist(A(1+p*l:(l+1)*p),C(k,:),p);
if d<D(l+1)
D(l+1)=d;
end
s=s+D(1+l);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function K = copy(f,l,r)
a =size(l,2)*size(l,1);
for i=1:a
r(i)=f(i);
end
K=r;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function K = copy2(f,l,r)
%a =size(l,2)*size(l,1);
for i=1:l
r(i)=f(i);
end
K=r;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
classdef GMM
%GMM
properties
Cm;
Cw; %the mean, Variance matrix, and the weight of each group
CS;K;p;Nb;Cpeaks;Cpeaks_f;Cpeaks_df;cfound;cid;tol;
Cm_mat;Csigma_min;
end
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properties
CSinv;
CShalfinv;
CC; %for the convience of computin the density and density derive functions*/
CCmin;
vc;
vd;
ve;
end
methods
function obj = GMM()
end
function Cw_size= getK(obj)
Cw_size= size(obj.Cw,2);
end
function Cm_size= getp(obj)
Cm_size= size(obj.Cm,2);
end
%
double getCCmin() const{return CCmin;}
% const g& getCC() const{ return CC;};
function obj=GMM1(obj,Cw, Cm,CS, pK,pp)
obj=Init(obj,Cw, Cm,CS, pK,pp);
end
function obj=Init(obj,pCw, pCm,pCS, pK,pp)
obj.K=pK; obj.p=pp;
obj=resize(obj, obj.K, obj.p);
obj.Cm_mat= copy2(pCm,(pK*pp),obj.Cm_mat);
%obj.Cm_mat=reshape(obj.Cm_mat,obj.K, obj.p);
for i=1:pK
obj.Cm(i,:)=pCm(i,:);
f=i;
ll= reshape(pCS(:,f),pp,pp);
Smat=ll;
smin=sqrt(Smat(1,1));
for j=1:pp
s=sqrt(Smat(j,j));
if s<smin
s=smin;
end
end
obj.Csigma_min(i)=smin;
obj.Cw(i)=pCw(i);
obj.CSinv= inv(ll);
obj.CShalfinv=sqrtm(obj.CSinv);
obj.CC(i)= log(det(obj.CShalfinv))-pp*log(sqrt(2*pi))+log(obj.Cw(i));
end
obj.CS=pCS;
obj.CCmin= min(min(obj.CC));
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D = obj.CC - obj.CCmin;
obj.CC = D;
end
function obj= resize(obj,K,p)
%Cm.resize(K);
obj.Cm_mat= zeros(K,p);
%CS.resize(K);
obj.Csigma_min= zeros(1,K);
%Cw.resize(K);
CSinv1=zeros(p*p,K);
CShalfinv1=zeros(p*p,K);
obj.CC= zeros(1,K);
obj.vc= zeros(1,p);
obj.vd= zeros(1,p);
obj.ve= zeros(1,p);
obj.CS=reshape(CSinv1,p,p,K);
obj.CSinv= reshape(CSinv1,p,p,K);
obj.CShalfinv=reshape(CShalfinv1,p,p,K);
end
function k= ck(obj,v)
k=get_IC(v, obj.getp(),obj.getK(),obj.Cm_mat);
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function df=dfff(x,gmm)
n=length(x);
k=gmm.K;
p=gmm.p;
s=0;
df=0;
for i=1:k
a=x-gmm.Cm(i,:);
b=a*gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)*a';
% cc(i)=log(det(gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)))-p*log(sqrt(2*pi))+log(gmm.Cw(i));
% m=cc(i)-b/2;
f=exp(gmm.CC(i)-b/2);
h=a*gmm.CSinv(:,:,i)*a';
vd=h*f;
s=df+vd;
end
df=s;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function foo= doubleadd(a, b, n)
for i=1:n
a(i)=a(i)+b(i);
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end
foo=a;
end
function b= doublecopy(a,b,n)
for i=1:n
b(i) = a(i);
end
end
function m=doublecopy2(a,b,n)
for j=1:n
a(j)=b;
end
m=a;
end
function foo=doublecopy2lower(a,p)
for i=0:p-1
for j=i+1:p-1
a(j*p+i+1)=a(i*p+j+1);
end
end
foo=a;
end
function f=doubledot(a,b,n)
s=0;
for i=1:n
s=s+(a(i)*b(i));
end
f=s;
end
function doublemul(a,b,n)
for i=1:n
a(i) = a(i)* b(i);
end
end
function foo=doublemul2(a,b,n)
for i=1:n
a(i) = a(i)* b;
end
foo=a;
end
function f=doublemv(A,b,n,p,x)
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for i=1:n
x(i)=doubledot(A+i*p,b,p);
end
f=x;
end
function foo= doublesub(a, b, n)
for i=1:n
a(i)=a(i)-b(i);
end
foo=a;
end
function m = doubleweightsum(a, b, n, w)
for i=1:n
a(i) = a(i)+ (b(i)-a(i))*w;
end
m=a;
end
function j=fff(x,gmm)
% n=length(x);
k=gmm.K;
p=gmm.p;
s=0;
for i=1:k
a=x-gmm.Cm(i,:);
b=a*gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)*a';
cc(i)=log(det(gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)))-p*log(sqrt(2*pi))+log(gmm.Cw(i));
% m=cc(i)-b/2;
m=gmm.CC(i)-b/2;
s=s+exp(m);
end
j=-s;
end
%get_flowpeaks
function [gmm maxstepsize Cpeaks Cpeaks_f Cpeaks_df cfound cid]=get_flowpeaks(Cw,Cm,
CS,K,p,Nb,Cpeaks, Cpeaks_f, Cpeaks_df, cfound, cid,ptol)
%step 0, collect information.
% GMM gmm(Cw,Cm,CS,pK,pp);
cat=GMM();
gmm=cat.GMM1(Cw,Cm,CS,K,p);
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%step 1, obtain the peaks.
maxstepsize=get_maxstepsize(gmm);%medianbinh(gmm);
l=0;
for i=1:K
%found=0;
[y,yd,f,found]=get_min1(gmm.Cm(i,:),gmm);
%Cpeaks_df(i)=get_min(gmm.Cm(i,:),gmm,y,yd,found,maxstepsize);
Cpeaks(i,:)=y;
Cpeaks_df(i,:)=yd;
Cpeaks_f(i)=f;
cfound(i)=found;%found;
end
%Cpeaks_f=get_min(gmm);
%
cfound=ones(1,size(Cpeaks_f,2));
%step 2, peaks merging]
%
Cpeaks_df=[-2.652213e-07 0.0001175602 7.510911e-06;4.938838e-06 -0.0001303790
4.058250e-06;4.938838e-06 -0.0001303790 4.058250e-06;4.938838e-06 -0.0001303790
4.058250e-06;4.938838e-06 -0.0001303790 4.058250e-06];
%
Cpeaks=[57.48730 45.77674 67.72110;13.39908 217.89121 26.22209;13.39908
217.89121 26.22209;13.39908 217.89121 26.22209;13.39908 217.89121 26.22209 ];
%step 2.1 Find the unique peaks
Cpeaks_M=reshape(Cpeaks,gmm.K,gmm.p);
SD= zeros(K,K);
SD=Norm21(Cpeaks_M,SD);
Stol=maxstepsize*maxstepsize/100;
peak_groups=[];
peak_groups=unique_peaks(SD,Stol,peak_groups);
%step 2.2 Update the uCpeaks,and the original output with the optimum peaks,
uk=size(peak_groups,1);
uCpeaks=zeros(uk,p);
for i=1:uk
gi=peak_groups(i,:);
loc=gi(1);
fi=Cpeaks_f(loc);
for j=1:size(gi,2)
fj=Cpeaks_f(gi(j));
if(fj<fi) %a higher peak because of the negative sign
fi=fj;
loc=gi(j);
end
end
uCpeaks(i)=Cpeaks_M(loc);
if(size(gi,2)==1)
continue
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end
%update the original output from the peaks finding
for j=1:size(gi,2)
gloc=gi(j);
Cpeaks_M(gloc)=Cpeaks_M(loc);
Cpeaks_f(gloc)=Cpeaks_f(loc);
cfound(gloc)=cfound(loc);
Cpeaks_df=copy(Cpeaks_df+loc*p,Cpeaks_df+(loc+1)*p,Cpeaks_df+gloc*p);
end
end
%step 3 recompute the uSD, and uFD, and merge
uSD= zeros(uk,uk);
uSD=Norm21(uCpeaks,uSD); %matrix or element
uFD= zeros(uk,uk);
MatDevLine(gmm,uCpeaks,uFD,Nb,0,0);
ucid=zeros(1,uk);
SmatTol= zeros(uk,uk);
SmatTol=computeSmatTol(uCpeaks,gmm,SmatTol);
ucid= peaks_merge(uSD,uFD,ptol,SmatTol,uk,ucid);
%step 4 gets back to the original kmeans
%cid=zeros(1,gmm.K);
for i=1:uk
gi=peak_groups(i,:);
for j=1:size(gi,2)
cid(gi(j))=ucid(i);
end
end
end
function c=get_maxstepsize(obj)
n=10;
pp=obj.getp();
pk=obj.getK();
h=zeros(1,pp);
for i=1:pp
xmin= 1e10;
xmax= -1e10;
for j=1:pk
m=obj.Cm(j,i);
threesd=3*sqrt(obj.CS(i,i,j));
if(m+threesd>xmax), xmax=m+threesd;end
if(m-threesd<xmin), xmin=m-threesd;end
end
h(i)=(xmax-xmin)/n;
end
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%

hloc=h;
halfp=pp/2;
%nth_element(hloc,hloc+halfp);
%c= hloc(halfp);
c=median(hloc);

end
function D=Norm21(M,D)
K= size((D),2);
n= size((M),2);
for i=1:K-1
x= M(i,:);
D(i,i)=0;
for j=i+1:K
y=M(j,:);
D(i,j)=L2dist(x,y,n);
D(j,i)=D(i,j);
end
end
end
function groups=unique_peaks(SD,tol,groups)
% vtmp=zeros(1,2)
loc=1;
K= size(SD,1);
groups=1;
while loc<K+1
for a=1:size(groups,2)
if SD(loc,groups(1,a))<tol
groups(end+1)=loc;
loc=loc+1;
break
end
end
if (a== size(groups,2))
%build a new group
vtmp(1)=loc;
groups(end+1,:)=vtmp;
loc=loc+1;
end
end
end
function S=computeSmatTol(Cpeaks,gmm,S)
K=size(S,1);
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p=size(Cpeaks,2);
ck2=zeros(1,K);
s2=zeros(1,K);
for i=1:K
Ci=Cpeaks(i,:);
ic1=0;ic2=0;
[d ic1 ic2]=get_IC1_IC2(Ci,p,gmm.getK(),gmm.Cm_mat,ic1,ic2);
s2(i)=L2dist(Ci,gmm.Cm(ic2,:),p);
ck2(i)=ic2;
end
for i=1:K-1
for j=i+1:K
s=sqrt(s2(i))+sqrt(s2(j));
S(i,j)= s*s*4;
S(j,i)=S(i,j);
end
end
end
function MatDevLine(gmm,M,FD,Nb,dir,cri)
K=gmm.getK();
p=gmm.getp();

%LineDens ld(K);
%M and FD are having data of uK rows
uK=size(M,1);
%compute n.
n=0;
for i=1:K*K
n=n+Nb(i);
end
%//compute the nearest centers
Ck=zeros(1,uK);
smin=zeros(1,uK);
for i=1:uK
x=M(i,:);
Ck(i)=gmm.ck(x)+1; %%+1
ic1=0;ic2=0;
[~, ic1 ic2]=get_IC1_IC2(gmm.Cm(Ck(i),:),p,K,gmm.Cm_mat,ic1,ic2);
smin(i)=L2dist(gmm.Cm(Ck(i),:),gmm.Cm(ic2,:),p);
end
%compute the normalizatiion factors
Mtolv=zeros(1,K*K);
Mtol=Mtolv(1);
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for i=1:K-1
for j=(i+1):K
Nx=ceil(gmm.Cw(i)*n);
Ny=ceil(gmm.Cw(i)*n);
px=-gmm.my_f(gmm.Cm(i,:));
py=-gmm.my_f(gmm.Cm(i,:));
Mtol(i*K+j)=abs(px-py)/(px+py)/2.0/(1/((Nx+Ny)^(1.0/2))*3.0);
Mtol(j*K+i)=Mtol(i*K+j);
end
Mtol(i*K+i)=inf;
end
%collect the smallest Mtol for each i
Vtolv=zeros(1,K);
Vtol=Vtolv(1);
for i=0:K-1
% Vtol(i)=min_element(Mtol+i*K,Mtol+(i+1)*K);
Vtol= find(Mtol==min(Mtol(:,i*K+1:(i+1)*K))); %%many min
end
%find the median for Vtol
halfK=K/2;
%nth_element(Vtol,Vtol+K,Vtol+halfK);
m=median(Vtol);
ld=LineDens();
for i=1:uK-1
FD(i,i)=0;
x=M(i,:);
for j=i+1:uK
y =M(j,:);
d=linedev(x,y,gmm,ld,n,dir,cri);
FD(i,j)=d;
FD(j,i)=d;
end
end
end

function dev=linedev(x,y,gmm,ld,N,dir,cri)
n=100;
ld=LineDens();
ld=ld.change_xy(x,y,gmm,n);
Nx=ceil(gmm.Cw(gmm.ck(x)+1)*N);
Ny=ceil(gmm.Cw(gmm.ck(y)+1)*N);
sf=(2.0*N/(gmm.getK()+0.0)/(Nx+Ny))^(1.0/2);
px= ld.operator(0,gmm);
py= ld.operator(n,gmm);
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dev=0;
if(cri==0)
for i=1:n
pz=ld.operator(i,gmm);
f_fit=px+(i+0.0)/n*(py-px);
devi=(f_fit-pz)/f_fit;
if(dir==0)
devi=abs(devi);
elseif(dir==-1)
devi= -devi;
end
if(devi>dev)
dev=devi;
end
end
dev=dev/sf;
else
%more intelligently searching
Vz=zeros(1,(n+1));
Vz(0)=px;
Vz(n)=py;
for i=1:n
Vz(i)=ld.operator(i,gmm);
end
%find the valley;
%vi=min_element(&Vz[1],&Vz[n])-&Vz[0];
vi= find(Vz==min(Vz(1:n)))-Vz(0);
%find the two peaks in the two sides
% peak1=*max_element(&Vz[0],&Vz[vi]);
peak1=find(Vz==max(Vz(1:vi)));
% peak2=*max_element(&Vz[vi+1],&Vz[n+1]);
peak2=find(Vz==max(Vz(vi+1:n+1)));
valley=Vz(vi);
peakmin=min(peak1,peak2);
devi=(peakmin-valley)/peakmin;
if(devi>dev)
dev=devi;
end
end
end
function cid= peaks_merge(Sd,Fd,Ftol,SmatTold,K,cid)
SD_org=Sd;
FD_org=Fd;
SmatTol_org=SmatTold;
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SD=Sd;
FD = Fd;
SmatTol=SmatTold;
peaks=zeros(K,1);
for i=1:K
peaks(i,end+i)=i;
end
checked=zeros(K,K);
for i=1:K
for j=1:K
checked(j,i)=-1;
end
end
verified=true;
while (verified==true)
gsize=size(peaks,1);
if gsize==1
break
end
a=0;b=0;
[ll, a, b]=minpair(SD,SmatTol,FD, Ftol,checked,gsize,a,b);
if ll~=1
break
end
ga=peaks(a,:);
gb=peaks(b,:);
%need to check if all of them are correct
verified=false;
for i=1:size(ga,2)
for j=1:size(gb,2)
k1=ga(i);
k2=gb(j);
if k1==0
k1=1;
end
if k2==0
k2=1;
end
if SD_org(k1,k2)<=SmatTol_org(k1,k2) && FD_org(k1,k2)<=Ftol
verified=true;
break;
end
end
if(verified==1)
break;
end
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end
if(verified~=1)
checked(a,b)=1;
continue; %find the next possible pair
end
%peaks a and b together
ga=[ga gb];
%peaks=[peaks.begin()+b); %erase the peaks b
peaks = peaks([1:b-1, b+1:end],:);
%recompute the distance matrix
SD=merge_matrix(SD,gsize,a,b);
FD=merge_matrix(FD,gsize,a,b);
SmatTol=merge_matrix(SmatTol,gsize,a,b);
%reset the checked
for i=1:K
for j=1:K
checked(j,i)=-1;
end
end
end
%output the peaks into cid
for i=1:size(peaks,1)
for j=1:size(peaks,2)
cid(peaks(i,j)+1)=i;
end
end
end
function [found, a, b]=minpair(SD,SmatTol,FD, Ftol,checked,K,a,b)
a=0;b=1;
found=0;
d=10^10;
for i=1:K-1
for j=i+1:K
if(checked(i,j)>0 || SD(i,j)>SmatTol(i,j)||FD(i,j)>Ftol)
continue
end
if(SD(i,j)<d)
d=SD(i,j);
a=i;
b=j;
found=true;
end
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end
end
end
function foo=merge_matrix( D, gsize, a,b)
%assuming a<b<gsize, D is a size K matrix (k>gsize)We are only concerned for the submatrix
for k=1:gsize
if(k~=a && k~=b)
D(a,k)=min(D(a,k),D(b,k));
D(k,a)=D(a,k);
end
end
D(a,a)=min(D(a,a),D(b,b));%mostly unnecessary
%shift data after b-row and b-col
for k=b:gsize-1
for h=1:k
if(h<b)
D(k,h)=D(k+1,h);
else
D(k,h)=D(k+1,h+1);
end
D(h,k)=D(k,h);
end
end
foo=D;
end
function IC= get_IC(a,p,K,C)
IC=0;
pd=0;
d=L2dist(a,C,p); %problem
for k=1:K
dk = l2dist(a,C+K*p,p);
if dk<d
IC=k;
d=dk;
end
end
if pd ~=0
pd=d;
end
end
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function [d1 pIC1 pIC2]= get_IC1_IC2(a,p,K,C,pIC1, pIC2) %#ok<INUSD>
IC1=0;
IC2=1;
d1=L2dist(a,C,p);
d2=L2dist(a,C(2,:),p);
if d2<d1
swap(IC1,IC2);
swap(d1,d2);
end
for k=3:K
dk = l2dist(a,C(k,:),p);
if dk<d1
IC2=IC1;
d2=d1;
IC1=k;
d1=dk;
elseif dk<d2
IC2=k;
d2=dk;
end
end
pIC1=IC1; %#ok<NASGU>
pIC2=IC2; %#ok<NASGU>
end

function [y1,yd,f,found]= get_min1(y,gmm)
n=length(y);
ck=gmm.ck(y);
kstepsize=gmm.Csigma_min(ck)/3;
options = optimset('HessUpdate','steepdesc','LargeScale', 'off');
[x,fval,exitflag,output,grad,hessian]= fminunc(@(x) fff(x,gmm), y,options);
y1=x;
yd=grad';
f=fval;
found=1;
end
function [ret_nc ret_C S
ret_twss]=get_summarize(A,n,p,K,IC,ret_nc,ret_C,ret_S,ret_twss,comp)
% //first compute ret_C, ret_nc
if comp~=1
D=zeros(1,n);
[ret_twss ret_nc ret_C D]=summarize_IC1(A,n,p,K,IC,ret_nc,ret_C, D);
end
S=ret_S;
%doublecopy2(S,0,K*p*p);
s=S;
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%compute S
for i=0:n-1
k=IC(i+1);
a=A(p*k+1:p*k+p);
c=ret_C(p*k+1:p*k+p);
s=S(p*p*k+1:p*p*k+p*p);
for j=0:p-1
for l=j:p-1
s(j*p+l+1)=s(j*p+l+1) + (a(j+1)-c(j+1))*(a(l+1)-c(l+1));
end
end
S(p*p*k+1:p*p*k+p*p)=s;
end
% //clean up
for k=0:K-1
s=S(p*p*k+1:p*p*k+p*p);
w0=0;
if ret_nc(k+1)>1
w0=1/(ret_nc(k+1)-1.0);
end
s=doublemul2(s,w0,p*p);
s=doublecopy2lower(s,p);
end
S(p*p*k+1:p*p*k+p*p)=s;
end

%
getKmeans(A,n,p,K,cluster,m , nc, S,Nb ,twss,
stime)
function [ret_IC ,ret_C, ret_nc,S,ret_Nb,ret_twss,stime]= getKmeans(A,n,p,K,ret_IC ,ret_C,
ret_nc,S,ret_Nb,ret_twss,stime) %#ok<INUSL>
%
global ret_IC
%
global ret_C
%
global ret_nc
%
global S
%
global ret_Nb
if stime==0
tic
end
eps = min(0.01/K,0.0001);
clear fat
fat=KDTREE()
[ret_twss,ret_C, Cnew,nc]= fat.KmeansEm(A, n, p,K,1,1, 0,ret_C,0,eps,100);
fprintf('
step 1, do the rough EM, tot.wss= %d at %d sec\n', ret_twss,toc);
iter_real = 10;
IC2= zeros(1,n);
eps = eps *10; % quick convergence
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[ret_C ret_nc ret_twss ret_IC IC2] =
Kmeans_HW_plain(A,n,p,K,ret_C,ret_IC,ret_C,ret_nc, eps, 10,iter_real, IC2);
ret_Nb=compute_Nb(ret_IC, IC2,n,K, ret_Nb);
fprintf('
step 2, do the fine transfer of Hartigan-Wong Algorithm\n');
fprintf(' tot.wss = %d at %d sec\n', ret_twss,toc);
%work on the computing the covariance matrix
if(S==0)
[ret_nc ret_C S ret_twss]=get_summarize(A,n,p,K,ret_IC,ret_nc,ret_C,S,0,1);
end
if(stime~=0)
stime=toc; %#ok<NASGU>
end
end
function Nb=compute_Nb(IC1, IC2, n, K, Nb)

for i=1:K*K % fill*Nb,Nb+K*K,0);
Nb(i)=0;
end
for i=1:n
ic1=IC1(i);
ic2=IC2(i);
Nb(ic1*K+ic2)=Nb(ic1*K+ic2)+1; %% hind
end
end
function [K, S0] = getSinK (x, Kmax)
p = size(x,2);
for i = 1:p
nb = calcnbins(x(:,i), 'fd');
nc(i) = nb;
end
K=ceil(median(nc));
K1= ceil(size(x,1)^(1/3));
if (K<K1)
K= Kmax;
end
S0 = max(x) - min(x);
S0 = diag(((S0./K^(1/p)).^2)/3);

function [nc C S twss]=getsummarizecluster(x,clusterid)
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n=size(x,1);
p=size(x,2);
if(n~=length(clusterid))
printf('The length of clusterid should be the same as the number of rows of x\n');
end
K=max(clusterid);
IC=clusterid-1;
nc=zeros(1,K);
C=zeros(1,K*p);
S=zeros(1,K*p*p);
twss=0;
A=[];
for i=1:n
D=x(i,:);
A=[A D];
end
[nc C S twss]=get_summarize(A, n, p, K, IC,nc, C, S, twss,false);
j=1;
for i=1:p:length(C)
x=C(i:i+p-1);
g(j,:)=x(1,:);
j=j+1;
end
C=g;
j=1;
for i=1:p*p:length(S)
x=S(i:i+p*p-1);
gg(:,j)=x';
j=j+1;
end
S=gg;
end
classdef KDTREE
%KDTREE Summary of this class goes here
% Detailed explanation goes here
properties
nodedata_ = struct ('n',[],'begin_index',[], 'left',[], 'right',[], 'wss',[], 'mu',[], 'middle',[], 'rad',[],
'ic1',[]);
noderoot_=struct('n',[],'begin_index',[], 'left',[], 'right',[], 'wss',[], 'mu',[], 'middle',[], 'rad',[],
'ic1',[]);
%
index_v=zeros(1,n); tmpV1_v=zeros(1,p); tmpV2_v=zeros(1,p);
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end
properties (Constant)
EPS = 10^-6;
p_=3; n_=100;

end
methods
function obj = KDTREE()
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
1, 1, 0,ret_C,0, eps,100);
function [s,C, Cnew,nc]= KmeansEm(obj,A, n, p,K,trials,ppseed,
IC,ret_C,ret_nc,eps,iter_max)
%
global C
%
global Cnew
%
global nc
C= zeros(K,p);
Cnew = zeros(K,p);
nc = zeros(1,K);
L=KD_Tree (n,p,A);
obj.noderoot_=L;
smin = Inf;
s = Inf;
for i=1:trials
if ppseed ==true
[s C]= SeedPlusPlus(A,n,p,K,C);
fprintf('
step 0, set the intial seeds, tot.wss= %d \n',s)
else
permuv = zeros(1,K);
permu = permuv(1);
permu= sample(n,K,permu);
for j=1:K
C(j)=doublecopy(A+permu(j)*p, C(j)+j*p,p);
end
end
[s,C, Cnew,nc]= RunKMeans_EM(obj,K,C,Cnew,nc,s,eps,iter_max,0,A); % old or new s
if s<smin
smin=s;
if IC ==1
summarize_IC1(IC)
end
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if ret_C==1
C=copy(C,C+K*p,ret_C);
end
if ret_nc==1
ret_nc=copy(nc, nc+K,ret_nc);
end
end
% HERE
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%

end
end

function s= SeedPlusPlus1(A,n,p,K,C)

loc = randi(100,1);
%int loc=gsl_rng_uniform_int(g_rng.r,n);
C=doublecopy (A+loc*p,C,p);
DV= zeros(1,n); %%gvector DV(n);
D = DV;
%%double* D=DV.data;
s=0;
for i=1:n+1
D(i)=L2dist(A+i*p,C,p);
s=s+D(i);
end
for k=1:K+1
dmin = s/(n*5.0);
found=-1;
while found<0
cutoff=s*rand(1)*(1-KDTREE.EPS);
scur=0;
for i=1:n+1
scur = scur + D(i);
if scur>=cutoff && D(i)>dmin
found=i;
break;
end
end
%%when not found, we have to search another seed
end
C=doublecopy (A+found*p,C+k*p,p);
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s=computeD(A,C,n,p,k,D);
end
end
function s=computeD(A,C,n,p,k,D)
s=0;
for i=1:n
d=L2dist(A+i*p,C+k*p,p);
if s<D(i)
D(i)=d;
end
s=s+D(i);
end
end

function node=KD_Tree(n,p,A)
%N=2*n-1;
%index_v=zeros(1,n);
%
index_=zeros(1,m);
%
for i=1:m
%
index_(i)=i;
%
end
%
tmpV1_ = zeros(1,p);%#ok<NASGU> %aloc
%
tmpV2_ = zeros(1,p);%#ok<NASGU> %aloc
%
nodedata_=struct ('n',[],'begin_index',[], 'left',[], 'right',[], 'wss',[], 'mu',[], 'middle',[],
'rad',[], 'ic1',[]);
%
KDTREE.noderoot_ = nodedata_;
noden = struct ('n',[],'begin_index',[], 'left',[], 'right',[], 'wss',[], 'mu',[], 'middle',[], 'rad',[],
'ic1',[]);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

[sizeL, node] = Build22(A,1,n,noden);
[sizeL, node.left] = Build(A,1,1 + sizeL,node);
[~, node.right] = Build(A,1 + sizeL, n, node);
%it is probably twice as fast with this updating strategy than
% a naive recomputations
w= node.left.n / (node.n+0.0);
for j=1:KDTREE.p_
node.mu(j)= node.left.mu(j) * w + node.right.mu(j)*(1-w);
end
node.wss = compute_twss(node.left,node.mu)+compute_twss(node.right,node.mu);

end
function foo = compute_twss(node, center)
s=L2dist(node.mu,center,KDTREE.p_);
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foo= node.wss + node.n*s;
end
function [s,C, Cnew,nc]= RunKMeans_EM(obj,K,C,Cnew,nc,s,eps,iter_max, piter_real,A)
%
global C
%
global Cnew
%
global nc
olds=s;
iter_real=0;
for i=1:iter_max
[s,C, Cnew,nc]=compute_newCenter2(A,K,C,Cnew,nc,obj.noderoot_);
%s=7777777;
if ((i>0 && olds-s <eps*s) || (i==iter_max-1)) %/the first time this s is the same as the
olds
iter_real = i+1; %to get the correct number
C=doublecopy(Cnew, C, K*KDTREE.p_);
break;
end
C=doublecopy(Cnew, C, K*KDTREE.p_); % update C
olds=s;
end
if piter_real ~=0
piter_real = iter_real; %#ok<NASGU>
end
% update s, since ic1, and Cnew have been updated.
% s=summarize_twss(C,obj); %this seems useless as ic1 needs to be based Cnew, not //oldC
end

function [ twss,C, Cnew,nc]=compute_newCenter2(A,K,C,Cnew,nc,obj)
%
global C
%
global Cnew
%
global nc
cand_C= zeros(1,K);
for i=1:K
cand_C(i)=i;
nc(i)=0;
end
for i=1:K*KDTREE.p_
Cnew(i)=0;
end
% obj= KDTREE();
[ twss,C, Cnew,nc] = compute_newCenter(obj, cand_C, K, C, Cnew,nc);
for i=1:K
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%
%

if nc(i)==0
Hind
randomly assign a new center, A better choice would be using Seed*/
stream = RandStream('mlfg6331_64');
n=KDTREE.n_;
ff=randi(stream ,n);
Aloc = A(ff:ff+KDTREE.p_);
Cnew(i,:)= doublecopy (Aloc, Cnew(i,:),KDTREE.p_); %check
fprintf('
Warning,"Empty clusters, you need to check with your data\n');
end
end

end

function [result,C, Cnew,nc] =compute_newCenter(node, cand_C, K, C, Cnew,nc)
%
global C
%
global Cnew
%
global nc
smin = L2dist(node.middle, C(cand_C(1),:),KDTREE.p_);
ic1=cand_C(1);
for i=2:K
s=L2dist(node.middle, C(cand_C(i),:),KDTREE.p_);
if s<smin
smin=s;
ic1=cand_C(i);
end
end
%If this is a non-leaf node, recurse if necessary
if isempty(node.left) ~=0;
cand_Cnew = zeros(1,K);
cand_Cnew(1) = ic1;
Knew=1;
for i=1:K
if ic1 == cand_C(i)
continue;
end
if ShouldBePruned(node.middle, node.rad, C, ic1, cand_C(i)) ~=1
cand_Cnew(Knew)=cand_C(i);
Knew=Knew+1;
end
end
if Knew>1
node.ic1 =-1;
result = compute_newCenter(node.left, cand_Cnew,Knew,C,Cnew,nc)
+compute_newCenter(node.right,cand_Cnew,Knew,C,Cnew,nc);
%myfree(cand_Cnew);
return
else
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%myfree(cand_Cnew);
end
end
% update Cnew
node.ic1 = ic1;
w = node.n/(nc(ic1)+node.n+0.0);
Cnew(ic1,:)= doubleweightsum(Cnew(ic1,:), node.mu,KDTREE.p_,w); %%hind
nc(ic1) = nc(ic1) + node.n; %#ok<NASGU>
result=compute_twss(node, C(ic1,:));
end
%
function [C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss]= Kmeans_HW_init(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss)
%#ok<INUSD>
%determine the memebership
k1=zeros(1,n);
k2=zeros(1,n);
for i=1:n
[~, pIC1 pIC2]=get_IC1_IC2(A(p*(i-1)+1:p*i),p,K,C,IC1(i),IC2(i));
k1(i)=pIC1;
k2(i)=pIC2;
end
IC1=k1;
IC2=k2;
%%recompute the center
[twss nc C D]=summarize_IC1(A,n,p,K,IC1,nc,C,D); %#ok<NASGU>
end
%
function [C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2, C_last]=
Kmeans_HW_once(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,eps,iter_max,piter_real)
%#ok<INUSD,INUSL>
C1 = zeros(1,K);
C2 = zeros(1,K);
for k=1:K
[C1(k),C2(k)] =updateC12(nc(k),C1(k),C2(k));
end
isCqtran= zeros(1,K); %is it updated in quick transfer
C_last= zeros(0,K); %the last time it is changed, for Quick_Transfer, it is n+step,
%for Optim_Transfer, it is step, where at step, the
% cluster center has been updated */

%starting on the iterations
live = zeros(K);
Optim_good =0;
for iter=0:iter_max
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oldtwss = twss;
[C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,
C_last]=Optim_Transfer(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,isCqtran, C_last,live,Optim_good);
if Optim_good == n
break;
end
[C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,
C_last]=Quick_Transfer(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,isCqtran,C_last,Optim_good);
if K==2
break;
end
if (oldtwss - twss)<eps*twss
break;
end
C_last=-1; %reset so that we can check whether it is changed
end
if iter == iter_max
piter_real = iter_max; %#ok<NASGU>
else
piter_real=iter+1; %#ok<NASGU>
end
%return
end

function [C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2, C_last]=
Quick_Transfer(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,isCqtran,C_last,Optim_good)
%#ok<INUSD>
for k=1:K
isCqtran(k)=0;
end
for i=1:n
if IC1(i)==0
IC1(i)=1;
elseif IC2(i)==0
IC2(i)=1;
end
end

istep =0;
Quick_good=0;
while Quick_good <n
for l=1:n
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

for Quick_good=0:n
istep=istep+1;
k1=IC1(l); %%hind
k2=IC2(l); %%hind
if nc(k1)==1
continue;
end
if istep <= C_last(k1+1) %needs to recompute D(i) for at most n steps before
D(l)=L2dist(A+l*p, C+k1*p,p)*C1(k1+1);
end

if istep >= C_last(k1) && istep >= C_last(k2+1)
continue;
end
R2=C2(k2)*L2dist(A+l*p,C+k2*p,p);
if(R2<D(l))
Quick_good=0; %#ok<FXSET>
Optim_good=0; %#ok<NASGU>
isCqtran(k1+1)=1;
isCqtran(k2+1)=1;
C_last(k1+1)=n+istep;
C_last(k2)=n+istep;
C=doubleweightsum(C+k1*p,A+l*p,p,-1/(nc(k1)-1.0));
C=doubleweightsum(C+k2*p,A+l*p,p,1/(nc(k2)+1.0));
twss=twss+(R2-D(l));
nc(k1)=nc(k1)-1;
nc(k2)=nc(k2)+1;
[C1(k1), C2(k2)]=updateC12(nc(k1),C1(k1),C2(k1));
[C1(k1), C2(k2)]=updateC12(nc(k2),C1(k2),C2(k2));
IC1(l)=k2;
IC2(l)=k1;
end
end
end
end
end

function [C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,
C_last]=Optim_Transfer(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,isCqtran, C_last,live,Optim_good)
%initialize the liveset
for k=1:K
if isCqtran(k)==1
live(k)=n;
end
end
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for i=1:n
if IC1(i)==0
IC1(i)=1;
elseif IC2(i)==0
IC2(i)=1;
end
end
for l=1:n
Optim_good= Optim_good+1;
k1=IC1(l);
k2=IC2(l);
if nc(k1)==1
%no use to swap a data from a singleton
continue;
end
if isempty(C_last)==1
%C_last(k1+1) ~= -1
%update D(i) only when the cluster has been updated
D(l)=L2dist(A(l+p*(l-1):p*l),C(k1,:),p)*C1(k1+1);
end
%find the cluster with minimum R2
R2=L2dist(A(1+p*(l-1):p*l),C(k1,:),p)*C2(k2+1);
for k=1:K
if k~=k1 && k~=k2 && (l<live(k1+1) || l<live(k))
R2k=C2(k)*L2dist(A(1+p*(l-1):p*l),C(k,:),p);
if R2k<R2
R2=R2k;
k2=k;
end
end
end
if R2>= D(l)
IC2(l)=k2; %no swap of the data, but needs to update IC2
else
%swap i from k1 to k2 update the center, etc.
Optim_good=0;
k1=k1;
k2=k2;
live(k1)=n+l;
live(k2)=n+l;
C_last(k1)=l;
C_last(k2)=l;
C(k1,:)=doubleweightsum(C(k1,:),A(1+p*(l-1):p*l) ,p,-1/(nc(k1)-1.0));
C(k2,:)=doubleweightsum(C(k2,:),A(1+p*(l-1):p*l),p,1/(nc(k2)+1.0));
twss= twss+(R2-D(l));
nc(k1)=nc(k1)-1;
nc(k2)=nc(k2)+1;
[C1(k1), C2(k2)]=updateC12(nc(k1),C1(k1),C2(k1));
[C1(k1), C2(k2)]=updateC12(nc(k2),C1(k2),C2(k2));
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IC1(l)=k2;
IC2(l)=k1;
end
end
if Optim_good ==n
return;
end
live = live -n; %#ok<NASGU> %to be used for the next call of Optim_Transfer
% end of function
end
%

Kmeans_HW_plain(A,n,p,K,ret_C,ret_IC,ret_C,ret_nc, eps, 10,iter_real, IC2)

function [ret_C nc twss ret_IC ret_IC2 ] = kmeans_hw_plain(A,n,p,K,init_C, ret_IC, ret_C,
ret_nc, eps,iter_max, iter_real, ret_IC2)
C= zeros(K,p);
nc = zeros (1,K);
IC1 = zeros(1,n);
IC2 = zeros(1,n);
D= zeros(1,n);
s=0;
if init_C ~=1
C= doublecopy(init_C, C, K*p);
else
[s, C]=SeedPlusPlus(A,n,p,K,C); %%hind
end
[C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss]= Kmeans_HW_init(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,s);
[C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,twss,C1,C2,
C_last]=Kmeans_HW_once(A,n,p,K,C,IC1,IC2,D,nc,s,eps,iter_max,iter_real);
ret_IC=IC1;
ret_IC2= IC2;
ret_nc=nc;
if ret_IC
copy (IC1, IC1+n, ret_IC);
end
if ret_IC2
copy (IC2, IC2+n, ret_IC2);
end
if ret_C
ret_C= doublecopy(C,ret_C,K*p);
end
if ret_nc
copy (nc, nc+K, ret_nc);
end
end
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function s=L2dist(a,b,n)
s=0;
for i=1:n
diff = (a(i)-b(i));
s=s+(diff*diff);
end
end
classdef LineDens
properties
A,B,C
end
methods
function obj = LineDens()
end
function obj=change_xy(obj,x,y,gmm,n)
obj.A=zeros(1,gmm.K);
obj.B=zeros(1,gmm.K);
obj.C=zeros(1,gmm.K);
%step=gmm.ve;
step=y;
step=step-x;
step=step*1/n;
for i=1:gmm.K
gmm.vc=x;
gmm.vc=gmm.vc-gmm.Cm(i,:);
gmm.vd=(gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)*gmm.vc');
obj.A(i)=dot(gmm.vd,(gmm.vd)); %obj.A(i)=gmm.vd'*(gmm.vd);
gmm.vc=(gmm.CShalfinv(:,:,i)*step');
obj.B(i)=2*dot(gmm.vc,gmm.vd); %obj.B(i)=2*gmm.vc'*(gmm.vd);
obj.C(i)=dot(gmm.vc,gmm.vc);
%obj.C(i)=gmm.vc'*(gmm.vc);
end
end
function s=operator(obj, x, gmm)
s=0;
K=gmm.getK();
for i=1:K
m=gmm.getCC();
s=s+exp(m(i)-(obj.A(i)+obj.B(i)*x+obj.C(i)*x*x)/2);
end
end
end
end
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function D=Norm213(M,D)
K= size((D),2);
for i=1:K-1
x= M(i,:);
D(i,i)=0;
for j=i+1:K
y=M(j,:);
D(i,j)=L2dist(x,y,3);
D(j,i)=D(i,j);
end
end
end

function B=replace_level(x,lold,lnew)
A=x;
n=length(x);
B=zeros(1,n);
L_old=lold;
L_new=lnew;
k=length(lold);
for i=1:k
levels(L_old(i))=L_new(i);
end
m=unique( levels);
for i=1:length(m);
j =find(A==m(i));
B(j)=m(i);
end
for i=1:n
if B(i)==0
B(i)=levels(2);
end
end
end
function X=resize(X,p)
n= size(X,2);
if n<p
for i=1:n
B(i)=X(i);
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end
for i=n+1:p
B(i)=0;
end
elseif n>p
for i=1:p
B(i)=X(i);
end
elseif n==p
B =X;
end
X = B;
function [s C]= SeedPlusPlus(A,n,p,K,C)

stream = RandStream('mlfg6331_64');
loc = randi(stream ,n,1);
%int loc=gsl_rng_uniform_int(g_rng.r,n);
C(1,:)=doublecopy (A+loc*p,C(1,:),p);
DV= zeros(1,n); %%gvector DV(n);
D = DV;
%%double* D=DV.data;
s=0;
for l=1:n
D(l)=L2dist(A+l*p,C,p);
s=s+D(l);
end
for k=2:K
dmin = s/(n*5.0);
found=-1;
while found<0
cutoff=s*rand(stream ,1)*(1-KDTREE.EPS);
scur=0;
for i=1:n
scur = scur + D(i);
if scur>=cutoff && D(i)>dmin
found=i;
break;
end
end
%%when not found, we have to search another seed
end
C(k,:)=doublecopy (A(found*p:found*p+p),C(k,:),p);
s=computeD(A,C,n,p,k,D);
end
end
function foo=ShouldBePruned(box_middle, box_radius, C, best_index, test_index)
best = C+best_index*p_;
test = C+test_index*p_;
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s=0;
for i=1:p_+1
dif = best(i)-test(i);
sum = best(i)+test(i);
if dif<0
sgn = 1;
else
sgn = -1;
end
s= s+dif*(2*(box_middle(i) + sgn*box_radius(i))-sum);
%compute 2*(x-y) \dot ( z-(x+y)/2)
end
% bool
if s>=0
foo=1;
else
foo =0;
end
end
function [twss nc C D]=summarize_IC1(A,n,p,K,IC1,nc,C,D)
for k=0:K-1
for j=1:p
C(k*p+j)=0; % hind
end
nc(k+1)=0;
end
% C=F;
IC1=IC1+1;
for i=0:n-1
k=IC1(i+1);
nc(k)=nc(k)+1; %%hind
for j=0:p-1
C(k*p+j+1)=C(k*p+j+1)+A(i*p+j+1); %%hind
end
end
for k=0:K-1
if nc(k+1)==0
%reset center
fprintf (' Warning,Empty clusters \n');
stream = RandStream('mlfg6331_64');
ff=randi(stream ,n);
Aloc = A(ff:ff+p);
doublecopy( Aloc, C(k+1,:),p); %checked
else
C(p*k+1:p*k+p)= doublemul2(C(p*k+1:p*k+p),1.0/(nc(k+1)),p); %check????
end
end
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%
%
%
%

if D==0 %no point to compute twss either
twss=inf;
return
end
twss = 0;
for l=0:n-1
k=IC1(l+1);
D(l+1)=L2dist(A(p*l+1:p*l+p),C(p*k+1:p*k+p),p);
twss=twss+D(l+1);
if nc(k+1)~=1
D(l+1)=D(l+1)*(nc(k+1)/(nc(k+1)-1.0));
else
D(l+1)=0;
end
end
end

function groups=unique_peaks(SD,tol,groups);
% vtmp=zeros(1,2)
loc=0;
K= size(SD,1);
while loc<K
for a=1:size(group)
if SD(loc,groups(a,1))<tol
groups(end+1)=loc;
break
end
end
if (a== size(groups))
%build a new group
vtmp(1)=loc;
groups(end+1)=vtmp
loc=loc+1;
end
end
end
function [a1, a2]=updateC12(nc, C1, C2)
a2=nc./(nc+1.0);
a1=inf;
if nc>1
a1=nc./(nc-1.0);
end
end
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